LiDAR is one of the most effective systems for 3 dimensional (3D) data collection in wide areas. Nowadays, airborne LiDAR data is used frequently in various applications such as object extraction, 3D modelling, change detection and revision of maps with increasing point density and accuracy. The classification of the LiDAR points is the first step of LiDAR data processing chain and should be handled in proper way since the 3D city modelling, building extraction, DEM generation, etc. applications directly use the classified point clouds. The different classification methods can be seen in recent researches and most of researches work with the gridded LiDAR point cloud. In grid based data processing of the LiDAR data, the characteristic point loss in the LiDAR point cloud especially vegetation and buildings or losing height accuracy during the interpolation stage are inevitable. In this case, the possible solution is the use of the raw point cloud data for classification to avoid data and accuracy loss in gridding process. In this study, the point based classification possibilities of the LiDAR point cloud is investigated to obtain more accurate classes. The automatic point based approaches, which are based on hierarchical rules, have been proposed to achieve ground, building and vegetation classes using the raw LiDAR point cloud data. In proposed approaches, every single LiDAR point is analyzed according to their features such as height, multi-return, etc. then automatically assigned to the class which they belong to. The use of un-gridded point cloud in proposed point based classification process helped the determination of more realistic rule sets. The detailed parameter analyses have been performed to obtain the most appropriate parameters in the rule sets to achieve accurate classes. The hierarchical rule sets were created for proposed Approach 1 (using selected spatial-based and echo-based features) and Approach 2 (using only selected spatialbased features) and have been tested in the study area in Zekeriyaköy, Istanbul which includes the partly open areas, forest areas and many types of the buildings. The data set used in this research obtained from Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality which was collected with 'Riegl LSM-Q680i' full-waveform laser scanner with the density of 16 points/m 2 . The proposed automatic point based Approach 1 and Approach 2 classifications successfully produced the ground, building and vegetation classes which were very similar although different features were used.
INTRODUCTION
The airborne laser scanners (ALS) in other word LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is directly measures 3D coordinates of objects and obtained results are the dense point clouds (Vosselman, 2009) . The point clouds including the points on terrain (ground), vegetation, building and etc. which belong to the terrain and off-terrain objects are recorded during the laser scanning (Hao et al., 2009 ). The LiDAR point clouds are mostly used in object extraction, Digital Terrain Model (DTM) generation, 3D building modelling and change detection applications (Vosselman, 2000; Rottensteiner, 2003; Brenner, 2005; Hommel, 2009; Champion et al., 2009 ). The LiDAR point classification is the first step of LiDAR data processing in 3D city modelling, building extraction, DEM generation applications. In this LiDAR point classification step, each LiDAR point is classified into the meaningful categories such as ground, vegetation and building based on the LiDAR data properties. The accurate classification is crucial to achieve accurate 3D city models, building extraction, DEM generation because the result of the classification is directly used in these applications (Charaniya et al., 2004) .
The techniques used in LiDAR point classification require the regular distributed (gridded) data or irregular distributed raw LiDAR data. The gridded LiDAR is mostly preferred data structure because of the potential use of the image processing methods (Clode et al., 2004) . The characteristic point loss especially on vegetation and buildings, and losing height accuracy (in the interpolation stage of gridding process) are the disadvantages of using the gridded LiDAR data (Antonarakis et al., 2008) . To eliminate characteristic point loss and losing height accuracy, most of the proposed classification algorithms are focus on classification of the irregular distributed raw LiDAR data. In raw LiDAR data classification, each 3D irregular distributed point is assigned to a semantic object class in the classification stage using LiDAR data properties such as the multi-returns, elevations, intensity, scan angle, etc. (Niemeyer et al., 2014) . Since the manual processing is costly and time-consuming, the automation of classification task is highly needed (Moussa and El-Sheimy, 2010) . The recent researches in the classification of the LiDAR data are focus on developing effective classification techniques for raw data to avoid time-consuming interactive editing (Forlani et al., 2006) .
The aims of this study is to propose approaches for automatic point based classification of raw LiDAR point cloud to eliminate the problems experienced in working with gridded LiDAR data. The hierarchical rules using the raw LiDAR point features were generated in Approach 1 and Approach 2 to assign LiDAR points to proper ground, vegetation and building classes.
Considering this aims, the paper is organized as follows: the next section describes the methodologies which includes the details of proposed automatic point based classification approaches. This is followed by the study area and data set. The experimental section provides the detailed information about the automatic point based classification of raw LiDAR point cloud with proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2. The concluding remarks are given in last section.
METHODOLOGY
The each LiDAR points should be assigned to the appropriate object class during the point based classification stage. The LiDAR point features obtained or calculated from 3D LiDAR point cloud are used in automatic point based classification (Mallet et al., 2011; Kim and Sohn, 2013) . These features used in point based classification are identified in accordance with the targeted classes and the appropriate parameters of the features usually determined as a result of training stages. The used features in point based classification algorithms can be grouped as spatial-based features, echo-based features and waveform-based features (Mallet et al., 2011) . The spatial-based and echo-based features can be computed from traditional multiple-pulse data. Waveform-based features are specifically used with full-waveform LiDAR data. The local environment, height features, eigenvalue features, local plane features, plane slope, homogeneity of surface normal, surface roughness, convex hull-based features, vertical profile, point density and density ratio are the some of the LiDAR point cloud's spatial features used in point based classification (Mallet et al., 2011) . Echo-based features such as terrain echo, vegetation echo, power-line echo and building echo are determined using the pulses return from the surface. The laser pulses combined with the number of points corresponding to single, first, intermediate and last return can be used also determination of the echo-based features (Kim and Sohn, 2010) . The echo amplitude, echo width, echo shape and echo cross-section are the waveformbased features used in point based classification (Chehata et al., 2009) .
In this study, approaches (Approach 1 and Approach 2) have been proposed for the automatic point based classification of raw LiDAR point cloud with the combine use of spatial-based and echo-based features of LiDAR point cloud to eliminate the problems experienced in working with gridded LiDAR data. The spatial-based and echo-based features are used together in Approach 1. In Approach 2, only spatial-based features are used for automatic point based classification. The hierarchical rule sets were created for proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2 for automatic point based classification of raw LiDAR point cloud with defined routines. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the proposed automatic point based classification strategy with raw LiDAR point cloud. In order to prevent misclassification, rule sets were developed for automatic building extraction.
The determination of appropriate parameter for the selected features used in the routines is the important step for success of the automatic point based classification. The detailed parameter analyses have been performed to acquire most appropriate parameters used in Approach 1 and Approach 2 rule sets. The parameter analyses for ground and vegetation were conducted using the same pilot area. A different pilot area was used to determine appropriate building class parameters. In Figure 2 , vegetation class parameter analyses before and after was given in the pilot area. Figure 3 shows the building class parameter analyses before and after in building pilot area. The same parameter sets determined in parameter analyses stage were used in Approach 1 and Approach 2 to eliminate the effect of the different parameter sets on classification results. The hierarchical rule sets for proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2 were created in TerraScan module of TerraSolid software. 
EXPERIMENT
The automatic point based classifications with proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2 have been achieved using the LiDAR point cloud of study area. As a result of the automatic point based classification with Approach 1 and Approach 2, the ground, low vegetation, medium vegetation, high vegetation, building, default, low point and air point classes were obtained. The low, medium and high vegetation classes were combined into a single vegetation class for both Approach 1 and Approach 2 since only ground, vegetation and building classes was aimed. With the same purposes, default, low point and air point classes were combined into a single class named as other. The results of the automatic point based classification with proposed Approach 1 (with spatial-based and echo-based features) and Approach 2 (with spatial-based features) were given in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively using the created hierarchical rule sets in TerraScan module of TerraSolid software. Table 1 . Technical information of 'Riegl LSM-Q680i' laser scanner. , Figure 6 . The classified points cloud of the test area with Approach 1 (with spatial-based and echo-based features).
The automatic point based classification results with Approach 1 (see Figure 6 ) and Approach 2 (see Figure 7) produced accurate ground classes against with the roughly classified point cloud (see Figure 5 ). Although the Approach 1 used both spatial-based and echo-based features and Approach 2 used only spatial-based features, the results of the automatic point based classification were almost same. The ground and building points incorrectly assigned to the vegetation classes in the roughly classified points cloud were successfully assigned to the correct ground and building classes with the proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2 (see Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure  7 ). The obtained automatic point based classification results in the study area with proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2 approved the success of the methodology. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, efficient workflow for the automatic point based classification of LiDAR data was presented and the hierarchical rules have been developed for proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2. In Approach 1, both spatial-based and echo-based features were used together. In Approach 2, only spatial-based features were used for the automatic classification. The proposed approaches have been tested in the study area which has the partly open areas, forest areas and many types of the buildings in Zekeriyakoy, Istanbul, Turkey. To determine most appropriate parameters in the rule sets, the detailed parameter analyses have been performed in the pilot areas using the LiDAR data of the study area. The same parameter sets determined by parameter analyses in the pilot areas were used with the Approach 1 and Approach 2. As can be seen in Figure  5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 , most of the misclassified ground, vegetation and building points in roughly classification results have been correctly assigned in proposed the automatic point based classification results with Approach 1 and Approach 2. The automatic point based classification results were almost same for proposed approaches, although the Approach 1 use both the spatial-based and echo-based features and Approach 2 use only the spatial-based features.
The obtained results of this research verified that the automatic point based classification of raw LiDAR point can be successfully performed with proposed Approach 1 and Approach 2. The characteristic point loss and losing height accuracy in gridded LiDAR data can be eliminated with proposed automatic point based classification approaches. The results of the automatic point based classification can be used successfully for generation of the more realistic 3D building model, urban and telecommunication planning, disaster management real-time simulations for training and other applications with 3D city models.
